U3a OLIVA WALKING GROUP

Walk: Jesus Pobre
Cim del Montgo

Walk Leaders: Una O’Connor
Mobile:
645 888 186
Email:
unaoconnorjordan@gmail.com

Date: 6 February 2019
Start time:
Ascent:
Length:
Walk:

10.30 am
550 m approx
8 - 9 kms approx
3 – 4.00 hours (including stops
and picnic lunch)

Duration: 10.00 am we will meet at Bar Llebeig, Jesus
Pobre for coffee and at 10.30 am prompt leave the
bar and drive to Urbanisation Mitjans (car sharing
recommended). The walk will last 3 – 4.00 hours and
will include a picnic lunch.

Route and Description: Take the Cim Del Montgo Ruta 2 signposted near where the cars are parked.
This linear walk involves a steady climb on a paving stone road which changes to a pathway of rocks
and stones. The walk continues uphill on a less strenuous climb before levelling out slightly. A
picnic will be taken before making the descent and returning to the cars. There are panoramic
mountain and sea views throughout.

How to get there:
Bar Llebeig: take the N332 south, turning off towards Javea CV734. At lst roundabout, take 3rd exit
for Jesus Pobre CV738. Entering the village, turn left before the Farmacia. Take the lst left and then
lst right to the Car Park. Bar Lllebeig is on the main street of the village.
Urbanisation Mitjans: turn left out of Jesus Pobre. At the T junction, turn right towards Javea
CV735 and then immediately lst left towards Urbanisation Mitjans. Continue along this narrow road
and park off road near the signpost on LHS for Cami del Montgo Ruta 2 near a squareish disused
cement building with a small tower. Limited off road parking so car sharing advisable.
Things you will need:
Walking boots or stout walking shoes. Walking sticks are essential especially for the descent.
Walkers will need to be sure footed and reasonably fit as walk is described as moderate/difficult.
Sun hats and water bottles.
There is very little shade on this walk.

